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Combining power of empathy and speed to deliver sheet metal components

PT DUTA LASERINDO METAL

Professional Sheet Metal Fabrication
Duta Laserindo Metal PT (DLM) is Indonesia's leading
sheet metal fabrication & contract manufacturing
assembly job with ISO 9000 accreditation.
With premises in Cikarang (West Java) , Solo( Central
Java), Surabaya(East Java) DLM is able to response
widely the need of the industry in Indonesia.
Using state of the art CAD/CAM,CNC machine for laser
cutting, punching, and bending, DLM specializes on low
and medium batch sizes of high tech sheet metal parts.
DLM offers the complete sheet metal manufacturing
solution, from single part or sub-assembly manufacture
to turnkey solutions for mechanical and electrical
assemblies. With more than 12 years manufacturing
experience DLM has gained trust from reputable
customers such as Caterpillar Indonesia, Schneider
Electric, Sakai, Hitachi Electric,
Trumpf Werkzeugmaschinen GmbH.
On a global partnership DLM is committed to
cooperate with business partners from overseas.

Competencies and Facilities
Meeting the needs of OEM and our industrial
customers in sheet metal, DLM equips the facilities
with the following machining & engineering abilities:
?
?CNC 2D Laser cutting: thickness up to 20 mm
(mild steel), working area 1500 x 3000 mm
?
?CNC Punching: thickness up to 6,4mm (mild
steel), working area 2500 mm x 1250 mm
?
?CNC Bending: 36, 85,130 Ton, 5 axis
?
?Robotic Welding for TIG,MIG and precision 3D
welding table from Demmerle
?
?Shot blasting facilities
?
?Surface treatment and powder coating:
it is performed with our long year partners
Our large tooling availability, CAD/CAM and long year
expertise in design, machining, welding and assembly
of machineries component provides our customer the
fastest and reliable production from idea to finished
parts.

DLM designs and fabricates also perforated panels to
order for architectural metalwork, screens, cladding
and building facades for many industrial applications.
Perforated panels and screens can be manufactured in
a variety of metals and thickness and can be CNC
punched, metal stamped or laser cut

Fabrication and Services
We continually seek to improve upon our manufacturing
techniques to enable us to fully comply with customers'
expectations in a prompt, accurate and consistent manner.
Having the experience working with companies from
Europe, Japan, Korea, the US and leading Indonesian
companies. Our team at DLM strives to achieve the highest
customer satisfaction and quality according to customer
specification.
We pride to have served our customers in many industry
segments:
?
Machine Industry
?
Building Sector
?
Material Handling
?
Traffic Engineering
?
Chemical Industry
?
Medical Engineering
?
Electrical Industry
?
Vehicle Construction

Kiosk Manufacturing
DLM kiosk business unit produces interactive
touch screen kiosk or self service terminal for
application such as internet kiosk, information
kiosk, ticketing kiosk, game kiosk and vending
machines.
Our customers ranges from application
integrator until direct users such as from
banking, education, government, manufacturing
industry ,transportation, gastronomy and many
others.
Our Trukiosk ™ engineering team for user
interface is ready to assist kiosk application
developer. Visit www.trukiosk.com for further
information.

Industrial Partners
Global outsourcing demand requires DLM as
subcontracting industry to broaden and strengthen
technology and manufacturing capabilities while
allowing for a more cost-effective and one stop solution
for our customer.
DLM is pleased to cooperate with the following
Indonesian Partners:
PT Guna Era Manufaktura, Cikarang
Processing plant equipment fabrication
Mechanical, electrical & control integration
ATMI Solo, Central Java
Industry for precision component, mould & tools

West Java, Cikarang:
PT Duta Laserindo Metal
Jl. Meranti 2 no.16 Delta Silicon Industrial Park
Lippo Cikarang, Bekasi 17550- Lemah Abang
Indonesia
T: +62 (21) 8990 7947
F: +62 (21) 8990 7949
E-mail: sales.jkt@dlm.co.id

East Java, Surabaya:
PT Dempo Laser Metalindo
Jl. Rungkut Industri 1 no.29
Kawasan SIER, Surabaya 60293
Indonesia
T: +62 (31) 843 7363
F: +62 (31) 843 7365
E-mail: sales.sby@dlm.co.id

www.dlm.co.id

